Contents of Box 3

- 51 photographs, many are copies provided by the Foreign Operations Administration (FOA) of the US government.


-Miscellaneous magazines and newspapers related to Vietnam.

-Magazine, title: Dissent, 1959, article: A Critique of “the Ugly American” by JB.


-Document about Kuba in German.


-A proposal to the National Endowment for the Humanities: The Vietnam Project. Copyright 1978 by WGBH Educational Foundation.


-Data paper no.60, Southeast Asia Proam, Dept. of Asian Studies, Cornell Univ., Title: Vietnams Unheld Elections by Franklin B. Weinstein.


-The Vietnam Journal on land reform.
- Diem visit in New York.
- The “Miracle of Vietnam” by Joseph Buttinger. In typewriting.
- J. B. Correspondence with president Ngo Dinh Diem.
- Manuscript about Vietnam, used letters, reviews, etc.
- Reviews of Vietnam book from Austria (in German).
- Important Vietnam Correspondence, monthly 1966.
- Congressional correspondence in 1955, and others.
- Vietnam related correspondence.
- Vietnam correspondence: government, officials, etc.
- Drafts: A Dragon Embattled.
- 70 letters from JB to Wolf Ladejinsky.
- 84 letters by Wolf Ladejinsky to JB.
- Disposition of Vietnam Library.
-Last efforts related to Vietnam, Feb.-April 1975.